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B AC KG RO U N D
The Visitor Experience and
Expectations research (VEER)
aims to better understand visitor
experiences in Western Australia,
conducted through face to face
intercept interviews.
Due to travel restrictions in 202021, international and interstate
visitors could not be interviewed,
however interviews with WA
residents who were currently
on a WA short break/holiday or
who had holidayed in WA in the
past 6 weeks went ahead as per
previous years.
This report summarises the
results from 136 interviews of
Western Australian residents and
wherever possible, comparisons
have been made with the
results from interviews with WA
residents undertaken in 2019-20.
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(94%) WA residents rated their
holiday experience in WA as very
good or excellent, an increase of 9%
compared to last year.
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WA residents claiming their holiday
was somewhat or much better than
expected. An increase of 17%
compared to last year.

(80%) WA residents claimed
their holiday was good /
extremely good value for
money, an increase of 32%
compared to last year.
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Amongst those
who rated their
holiday as good /
extremely good, the
value and quality of
accommodation was
the most common
reason cited.

ABORIGINAL EXPERIENCES
Visitor interest in Aboriginal
experiences continued to far
outweigh participation. Nine in
ten WA residents (92%) would
be interested in experiencing an
Aboriginal tourism experience
or activity if it were easily
accessible in WA, however less
than quarter of visitors (24%)
participated in Aboriginal
tourism during their WA holiday.

Participation
in aboriginal
activities has
seen a significant
increase compared
to last year (+19%
points), with seeing
art, craft or cultural
displays the most
common activity
undertaken.

Interest has grown
by 7% points, with
“Experience Native
Bush Food” and “Go on a
tour with an Aboriginal
guide” generating
the most interest, and
also the largest gap
between interest and
participation, indicating
a potential opportunity
for development.
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S AT I S FAC T I O N A N D VA LU E FO R M O N E Y

WA holidays surpassed
expectations, with
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Aspect
of Trip
Natural Attractions
Accommodation
Variety of things
to see and do
Friendliness of locals
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Visitors were
very satisfied
with all aspects
of their trip as
demonstrated in
the table above

ADVOCACY
For those
visitors who had
participated in
an Aboriginal
activity, two thirds
(66%) rated their
experience as
‘excellent’ or ‘very
good’. This was an

increase of 16%
points on last year.

Advocacy of
Western Australia
as a holiday
destination remains
very strong. WA’s
Net Promoter Score
(NPS) amongst WA
residents grew by

(+) 0.4% to 87.5%.

